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VERSE 2

2. The virgin mother bore a son, alleluia!

2. A child divine yet with us one, alleluia, alleluia!

2. Son of God and Prince of Peace.

2. O come, let us adore.
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VERSE 3

3. The angels sing to shepherds near, alleluia!

3. The song that earth so longed to hear, alleluia, alleluia!

VERSE 4

4. Let trumpet sound and cymbals ring, alleluia!


4. Let all on earth in gladness sing, alleluia, alleluia!


Slower (\( \text{e} \approx \text{ca. 72} \))
Composer Notes

This work, like its companion piece, “Behold, Before Our Wondering Eyes” (Edition 20062), is a mini-discourse on the history of chant. Verse 1 is an example of plain chant; verse 2 adds the interval of the fourth and the octave of parallel organum; verse 3 demonstrates triadic harmony with the addition of the third (fauxbourdon); and verse 4 is an example of free harmony, more prevalent in modern chant settings. The concluding few measures are an open fifth simplification of the contrary motion Renaissance fanfare used in the organ interludes of this piece.

Musicians approaching this piece should listen to the recording or other recordings of chant and attempt to duplicate the feel of the music. Chant is sung by phrase, not by meter; let the text be your guide.

—Barney Walker
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